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\[ \text{S} \]

1. two bones and both shall cross my true love and I.
2. two and left the sweeter flower behind.
3. back against an oak, thinking it was a mighty tree,
4. but first it grows

\[ \text{A1} \]

1. two bones and both shall cross my true love and I.
2. two and left the sweeter flower behind.
3. handsome and love is kind, gay as a jewel when it's new,
4. but first it grows

\[ \text{A2} \]

1. two bones and both shall cross my true love and I.
2. two and left the sweeter flower behind.
3. but when it's true
4. but first it grows

\[ \text{S} \]

1. and then it broke, so did my love
2. prove false to
3. bent and waxes cold
4. and fades away like morning

\[ \text{A1} \]

1. and then it broke, so did my love
2. prove false to
3. bent and waxes cold
4. and fades away like morning

\[ \text{A2} \]

1. and then it broke, so did my love
2. prove false to
3. bent and waxes cold
4. and fades away like morning
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3. I put my dew.
5. The water is my true love and I.
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